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Abstract—Knowing the position and speed of the vehicles 

on the road network in real-time is one of the major 

challenges that vehicle control and traffic management 

applications are facing. Wireless sensor networks received 

significant attention in the last decade and successful research 

put them in the forefront to answer this challenge. Wireless 

sensor networks are a new class of observation systems with a 

large amount of nodes communicating with each other via a 

wireless network channel. In this paper such a system is used 

to firstly detect a vehicle and secondly estimate its motion-

state. The nodes are evenly distributed in a along the road 

surface and each node can detect when a vehicle passes. With 

the known position of the individual nodes, a motion-state of 

the vehicle is estimated. Three state-estimators are analyzed 

in this paper; a synchronous Kalman filter, an asynchronous 

Kalman filter and a Mixture of Gaussians. After designing 

these state-estimators, simulations are performed to asses 

their performance.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

ctivities around observation systems using a wireless 
sensor network (WSN) have received great interest, 

especially during the last decade [1,2]. A WSN consists of 
a large amount of subsystems, called nodes, which can 
communicate with each other via a wireless network 
channel. Beside a communication system each node 
contains different sensors, a processor and memory on 
board. With the advance in micro-electronics and 
communication technology, the production costs of such 
nodes decreases whereas their performance increases 
making them a flexible yet inexpensive measurement 
system. 

Intelligent vehicles [3] reconstruct an image of their 
surrounding world to be able to carry out driving (support) 
functionalities. A main part of this image is the motion-
states of the other vehicles in its surroundings. Two 
categories of systems provide this image for the intelligent 
vehicles. The first category uses on-board sensors and car-
to-car communication. A relatively high penetration-ratio 
of these intelligent vehicles on the road is crucial for their 
performance and safety, for with only a few of them the 
intelligent vehicle is very limited in acting. The second 
category is often called intelligent infrastructure, in which 
the infrastructure provides the intelligent vehicle with this 
image.  

A new system is in development, belonging to the 
second 
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category, to estimate a subset of the motion-state of all 
individual vehicles on the road independent of the nature 
of the vehicle. A crucial element is that the motion-state is 
estimated based on limited, random spatial observations. 
To achieve this, the system uses a WSN with nodes evenly 
distributed along the road surface which have a wireless 
communication link with the observer. Each node is able to 
detect at what time a vehicle passes. This time-stamp is 
sent to the observer which estimates the motion-state of the 
vehicle. A graphic description of this system is shown in 
Figure 1. The advantage of using a WSN is because it is 
easy to deploy while each node can be mixed with the 
asphalt. Before deployment it needs to be taken into 
account that a percentage of the nodes is allowed and will 
brake down, without having too much estimation error.  

The main purpose of this paper is to compare three 
different state-estimators on both state-estimation-error 
and processing demand: the synchronous Kalman filter 
(SKF), the asynchronous Kalman filter (AKF) and the 
Mixture of Gaussians (MoG). It is assumed that all 
detections arrive at the observer and that there is no 
overlapping of the vehicles. This way the detection 
generated by a vehicle is also assigned to the estimated 
motion-state of that same vehicle. Furthermore, the 
position of each node is known. 

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section two 
describes the problem and related work. The third section 
describes the system, the method to estimate the motion-
state of the vehicle and the model of the vehicle. The SKF 
is discussed in the fourth section and the AKF in the fifth. 
The sixth section describes the MoG. Simulations to 
compare the three estimators are done in the seventh 
section and conclusions are drawn in section eight.  

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

Related research of object tracking with a WSN can be 
found in [4, 5] and [6]. In these WSNs each node measures 
the distance to the object that is to be tracked. 
(Distributed) sensor-fusion techniques are used to estimate 
the object’s position. In [7] the position and speed are 
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Fig. 1.  Vehicle on a road equipped with detection-nodes.  
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estimated from time-stamps and measured distance to a 
sensor-node. The focus of [7] is on multiple object-
tracking and its performance with respect to transmission 
failures, communication delays and sensor localization 
errors. The nodes of the system in this paper do not 
measure distance to a vehicle. Instead they measure the 
detection-time when a vehicle passes and send that as a 
time-stamp to the observer. The goal of the observer is to 
estimate the position, speed and orientation of the vehicle 
using only the received time-stamps, resulting in 
asynchronous and quantized measurements. 

The goal of this paper is to find the optimal state-
estimator by comparing the state-estimation-error and 
processing demand of each estimator. The observer has to 
deal with two aspects. The first one is that a new 
observation is only received when a vehicle passes a node, 
meaning that observation-samples are generated based on 
an event. The second aspect is that the nodes are  random 
spatially distributed, giving quantized observations. 

III. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

The observer consists of two parts; a ‘Position 
Estimator’ and a state-estimator. A sensor node sends a 
message m(t) to the Position Estimator when it detects a 
passing vehicle. Each message contains one of two 
possible time-stamps; Ton and Toff. Ton is the time that the 
vehicle moved on the node and the node detected the 
vehicle for the first time. Toff is the time that the vehicle 
drove off the node, meaning that the node does not detect 
the car anymore. The relation between a vehicle and the 
node with corresponding messages are shown in Figure 2. 

 
From all the nodes’ messages the Position Estimator 

estimates one possible position p(t) of the car together with 
the quantization boundaries q(t). This information is fed 
into the state-estimator (Kalman filter), see Figure 3. 

 
In case the MoG is the state-estimator instead of a 

Kalman filter, the Position Estimator sends z(t) and d 
instead of p(t) and q(t). The output z(t) contains multiple 
possible positions for a given set of nodes detecting the 
vehicle. The output d is the distance between the positions 
in z(t). 

A. Position Estimator 

The Position Estimator receives messages m(t) from the 
nodes. From this it can reconstruct an area U of all 
possible positions of the real vehicle. Each time the 

Position Estimator receives a new message from a node, a 
new position-area U is estimated. Therefore U is a 
subspace in the 3D-space of world-coordinates x [m], y 

[m] and θ [rad], as shown in Figure 5. The real position of 
the vehicle (x-coordinate px, y-coordinate py and 
orientation pθ) can be anywhere inside U. 

The Position Estimator used for the SKF and AKF 
calculates p(t) and q(t). The vector p(t) is equal to the 
coordinates of the centre of U. The matrix q(t) contains 
two vectors qmin(t) and qmax(t). These vectors contain the 
minimum and maximum value of x, y and θ that are found 
inside U. An example of U (only in x and y) with 
corresponding p(t) and q(t) is shown in Figure 4. 

The outputs of the Position Estimator in case of the 
MoG are z(t) and d. To determine them a grid is drawn 
inside U. The output z(t) is a matrix consisting of the 
coordinates of the resulting grid-points. The vector d 
describes the distance between the grid-points in the x-, y-, 
and θ-direction. An example of U (only in x and y) with 
corresponding z(t) and d is shown in Figure 4. 

 

B. Process model 

The vehicle is described by a kinetic process-model. 
The state-vector s = [px, vx, py, vy, pθ]

T consists of position 
of the  x-coordinate px, speed in the x-direction vx, position 
of the y-coordinate py, speed in the y-direction vy and 
position of the θ-coordinate pθ. The states describe the 
dynamics of one point of the vehicle; the middle of the 
rear-axis. The states are shown in Figure 5 together with 
the (x,y,θ) world-coordinate system. 

 
The input of the process-model is defined as 

acceleration both x- and y-direction ax, ay and angular 
speed ω. The position of the vehicle, estimated by the 
Position Estimator, is observation-vector y(t), defined as 
y(t) = [px(t), py(t), pθ(t)]

T. The observation-samples are 
generated event-based with a time ∆t between the samples. 
For this reason the process-model is discretized in time as 
defined in (1). 

 

 
Fig. 2. Situation of the detected vehicle with messages Ton and Toff .

 
Fig. 4. Position Estimator of the SKF and AKF (left), of the MoG (right) 

 
Fig. 5. States and input of the vehicle.  

 
Fig. 3.  Block-scheme of the observer. 
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The input of a real vehicle is its acceleration a and 
angular speed ω, as defined in Figure 5. If the input-vector 
u(t) of the process-model is defined as u(t) = [a(t) ω(t)]T, a 
transformation-matrix T(s,t) is needed to calculate [ax(t), 
ay(t), ω(t)]T from u(t). With v(t) = √(vx

2(t)+vy
2(t)), T(s,t) 

becomes: 
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With B = B’T(s,t-∆t), the model of the vehicle from (1) 

becomes: 
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Notice that the subspace U of the Position Estimator is a 

quantized version of y(t) = Cs(t). Also, the input-vector 
u(t) is unknown to the observer. However, for comfortable 
driving it is bounded by umax(t) = [amax, ωmax]

T
, resulting in 

the assumption; |u(t)| < umax(t). 

IV. SYNCHRONOUS KALMAN FILTER 

In the SKF the parameter ∆t is equal to Ts, with Ts the 
sampling-time. For comparison reasons with AKF and 
MoG, Ts is comparable to the average time that a new 
position estimation becomes available. The set of 
equations of the SKF is shown in (5). With ŝ[k]and ŝ

-[k] 
the estimated and the predicted state-vector respectively, 
P[k]=cov(s[k]-ŝ[k]) and P[k]=cov(s[k]-ŝ[k]). The matrices 
As and Bs are derived from matrices A and B’ of (2) and 
T(s,t-∆t) from (3) with ∆t = Ts. The vector y[k] is the 
observation-vector (or measurement) which is related to 
p(kTs) and q(kTs). 
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In most SKFs the cov(y[k]) is equal to the variance of 

the measurement noise and E(y[k]) is the value of the 
measurement y[k] itself. However, the Position Estimator 
suffers from quantization. Two methods for inserting 
quantized measurements in Kalman filters are analyzed. In 
the first method [8], the quantization is estimated as a 
Gaussian curve with expectation p[k] and variance Qq[k] = 

diag((qmax(kTs)-qmin(kTs))
2/12) resulting in the following 

substitutions of cov(y[k]) and E(y[k]): 
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The second method is the Gaussian-Fit algorithm [9], 

which is a substitution of cov(y[k]) and of E(y[k]) and a 
correction on P[k] after the measurement-update, i.e. 
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The equations of the Gaussian-Fit in (7) show that 

cov(y[k]) = 0 which results in a SKF that takes only the 
measurement-data into account and not the process-model. 
It is assumed that taking a process-model into account 
improves the state-estimation. For this reason only the 
substitution of (6) is used in this paper and not the 
Gaussian Fit method of (7). 

The last parameter to assign in (5) is Qu, which for an 
SKF is defined as the cov(u(t)). As assumed earlier the 
input-vector u(t) is bounded, i.e. |u(t)| < umax(t), meaning 
that any value within this condition has an equal 
probability (α | α>0) and any value outside this condition 
has probability 0. Notice that this is in fact a quantization 
of u(t). Therefore, analogous to estimating a Gaussian 
curve from q(t) and p(t), the estimated Gaussian curve of 
u(t) from umax(t) has expectation 0 and covariance Qu, i.e. 
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V. ASYNCHRONOUS KALMAN FILTER 

For the AKF it holds that ∆t = tk-tk-1, with tk the time of 
the kth observation. Its set of equations is: 

(2) 

(1) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(3) 

(4) 
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The A- and B-matrix are derived from A and B’ in (2) 

and T(s,t-∆t) in (3) with ∆t = tk-tk-1. The Position Estimator 
delivers p(t) = p(tk) and q(t) = q(tk) and matrix Qu(tk) is 
calculated similar to (8). 

The same substitution of [8] described in (6) is also used 
in the AKF for cov(y(tk)) and E(y(tk)). 

The only difference in the AKF compared the to SKF is 
that the quantization q(tk)  is not necessarily equal to q[k]. 
This is due to the fact that an asynchronous Position 
Estimator can assume more than the synchronous one. In 
the synchronous case each time t = kTs an estimation of 
p[k] and q[k] is made using the detections of the nodes. In 
this situation the Position Estimator only knows which 
nodes are straight beneath the vehicle. In the asynchronous 
case a new estimation of p(tk) and q(tk) is made at the exact 
time a new detection was done. This way the Position 
Estimator not only knows which nodes are straight beneath 
the vehicle, it also knows that the position of the node with 
the newest detection must be at the edge of the vehicle’s 
geometry. This results in a smaller (or equal) position-area 
U of the Position Estimator, which leads to the 
presumption q(tk) ≤ q[k]. 

VI. MIXTURE OF GAUSSIANS 

The estimation of the position of the vehicle based on 
the detections (generated by the nodes) is a non-linear 
stage in the observer’s process. In the SKF and AKF this 
stage was approximated by using a linear function. 
Another method for state-estimation is the Mixture of 
Gaussians (MoG) [8,10,11]. The Mixture of Gaussians 
method can converge closer to the optimal solution for 
some non-linear systems. Whether this is the case for our 
system is analyzed in this section. 

The Kalman filter assumes that the PDF of both the 
state-vector s(t) as well as the observation-vector y(t) are 
Gaussian curves, totally described by its expectation and 
covariance. If a PDF is non-Gaussian a MoG can be used 
to estimate the PDF. 

Suppose the probability p(x) of a variable x is described 
by a non-Gaussian PDF. In essence, this MoG [11] 
describes the PDF by adding N Gaussian curves, [C1, C2, 
…, CN], with expectation E(Ci) = xi and covariance cov(Ci) 
= σi. This is graphically described in Figure 6. 

 
There are two PDFs in this state-estimation problem. 

The first one is the PDF of the estimated state ŝ(t) due to 
the unknown input u(t) of the driver. The second PDF is 
the one of the observation done by the Position Estimator, 
which in this case is a subspace U of all possible 
observations y = [px, py, pθ]

T. For both these PDF a MoG 
can be used. However, it is assumed that the PDF of the 
unknown input is a Gaussian curve, while the PDF of the 
observation, subspace U, is not. Meaning that a MoG is 
used to estimate the PDF of the observation-vector y(t). 

The Position Estimator determines a subspace U of all 
possible observation-vectors of the vehicle. The 
probability that the true position of the vehicle corresponds 
to a point inside U is (α | α>0) and a point outside U has 
probability of 0. A grid consisting of N grid-points is put 
inside U at time t to describe the subspace U. All grid-
points zi(t) are collected in z(t) = [z1(t), z2(t), …, zN(t)]T and 
are equally distributed with distances d = (dx,dy,dθ)

T, as 
shown in Figure 7. The Position Estimator sends z(t) and d 
to the MoG. 

 
Each grid-point is treated as a valid observation-vector 

y(t) with expectation E(y(t))=zi(t) and covariance 
cov(y(t))=diag(dx

2, dy
2, dθ

2)/3. The equations of the AKF 
are used at each tk for all N observations zi(tk). Thus each 
observation results in a possible state-vector ŝi(tk). To 
calculate the final estimated state-vector ŝ(tk), each ŝi(tk) is 
weighted with a factor wi(tk), which are calculated from the 
predicted state-vector ŝ

-(tk). The algorithm of the MOG 
contains the following stages; 

1. Assume there is a state-estimate ŝ(tk-1). 
2. The ‘prediction-step’ of the AKF is used to 

calculate ŝ-(tk) and P-(tk). 
3. The MOG receives N observations zi(tk), all valid 

positions of the true vehicle. Each zi(tk) is assumed 
as an observation-vector y(tk) with E(y(tk)) = zi(tk) 
and cov(y(tk))=diag(dx

2,dy
2,dθ

2)/3. The 
measurement-update of the AKF is run N-times 
(one time for each observation zi(tk)), resulting in N 
possible state-vectors ŝi(tk). 

4. Each possible state-vector ŝi(tk) is weighted with 
wi(tk). The value of wi(tk) is equal to the chance on 
state-vector ŝ(tk) on the PDF of the prediction state-

Fig. 6. Estimation of the PDF with Gaussian curves. 

 
Fig. 7. Grid-points inside U in the observation-space (x,y,θ). 

(9) 
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vector (10) (ŝ-(tk) and P-(tk)). The final state-
estimation ŝ(tk) is the weighted average of 
ŝi(tk)wi(tk). 
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If RMoG = diag(dx

2,dy
2,dθ

2)/3 and wi(tk) is calculated is in 
(10), the sets of equations of this MoG is shown in (11). 
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VII. SIMULATIONS 

This chapter analyses the performance of the SKF, AKF  
and MoG. The aim of the state-estimators is to track and 
estimate the motion-state of a ‘real’ vehicle from which its 
acceleration a(t) and angular speed ω(t) are shown in 
Figure 8. The nodes along the road have a density of 1 
node per m2. 

For that a total of five simulations is done with varying 
umax and d. The parameter umax results in a certain model 
uncertainty Qu for the SKF, AKF and MoG. The parameter 
d results in a certain covariance of the observation-vector 
cov(y(tk)) used in the MoG. Table I shows the different 
umax and d in each simulation-case. 

 
 

 
 

The performance of the state-estimators is divided into 
an estimation-error and a processing-time. For the 
estimation-error (Table II) two parameters are shown. The 
RMS-value of the distance in the (x,y)-frame, ∆xy [cm], 
between the real and estimated vehicle. The second 
parameter is the RMS-value of the error in orientation, ∆θ 
[mrad], between the real and estimated vehicle. 

 

 
 
From Table II can be concluded that the MoG has the 

least error when dx and dy of d are equal or less than 0.1 
[m], although the difference with AKF is little. It can also 
be seen that the influence of dθ on d is neglectable for the 
results of the MoG in simulations 2, 4 and 5 are 
comparable. The SKF is shows the least performance in all 
simulations. So the conclusion with respect to the 
estimation-error is that the MoG has the least error, 
followed by the AKF and the SKF shows the largest error. 

 
Table III is shows the average measured processing-time 

in [ms] that each state-estimator needed to complete its 
prediction-step and measurement-update (and weighted 
estimation). 

 

 
Fig. 8. Acceleration and angular speed of the real vehicle 

TABLE II 

ESTIMATION ERROR 

 
       SKF 

[cm, mrad] 

     AKF 

[cm, mrad] 

       MoG 

[cm, mrad] 

Case 1 ∆xy 

∆θ 

= 28 
= 91 

∆xy 

∆θ 

= 21 
= 80 

∆xy 

∆θ 

= 15 
= 58 

Case 2 ∆xy 

∆θ 

= 23 
= 73 

∆xy 

∆θ 

= 18 
= 62 

∆xy 

∆θ 

= 17 
= 64 

Case 3 ∆xy 

∆θ 

= 23 
= 73 

∆xy 

∆θ 

= 18 
= 62 

∆xy 

∆θ 

= 24 
= 100 

Case 4 ∆xy 

∆θ 

= 29 
= 74 

∆xy 

∆θ 

= 17 
= 63 

∆xy 

∆θ 

= 18 
= 76 

Case 5 ∆xy 

∆θ 

= 29 
= 74 

∆xy 

∆θ  

= 17 
= 63 

∆xy 

∆θ 

= 16 
= 53 

Case 6 ∆xy 

∆θ 

= 45 
= 98 

∆xy 

∆θ 

= 26 
= 91 

∆xy 

∆θ 

= 20 
= 86 

TABLE I 

PARAMETERS PER SIMULATION 

 umax [m/s2, rad/s] d [m, m, rad] 

Case 1 [3, 0.5]T [0.05, 0.05, 0.017]T 

Case 2 [3, 0.5]T [0.1, 0.1, 0.017]T 

Case 3 [3, 0.5]T [0.3, 0.3, 0.017]T 

Case 4 [3, 0.5]T [0.1, 0.1, 0.0085]T 

Case 5 [3, 0.5]T [0.1, 0.1, 0.085]T 

Case 6 [1, 0.2]T [0.1, 0.1, 0.017]T 

(10) 

(11) 
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Table III shows that the AKF and the SKF have a more 

or less constant average processing-time. The MoG on the 
other hand has not. As expected, the smaller the values of 
dMoG are, the more processing-time it takes for the MoG to 
compute a state-estimate. It can be concluded that the SKF 
needs the least amount processing-time per estimate. After 
that comes the AKF and the MoG needs the most 
processing-time. Although keep in mind that the SKF runs 
every Ts, whereas the AKF and MoG only run when a new 
update comes available. Meaning that in reality, when on 
average the SKF is runs twice as much as the AKF, the 
processing demand of the AKF to track and estimate a 
vehicle is less compared to the SKF. 

 
To complete these simulations, a plot of the distance ∆xy 

of the MoG, AKF and SKF in the second simulation is 
shown in Figure 9. 

 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper the synchronous Kalman filter, the 
asynchronous Kalman filter and the Mixture of Gaussians 
were analyzed using a quantized measurement system for 
vehicles. A WSN provides only the time that a node 
detects the vehicle. The nodes are randomly distributed 
along the road’s surface. The main focus of this research 
was on the performance of the three state-estimators for 
different values of the unknown acceleration and angular 
speed of the vehicle. The Mixture of Gaussians method 
shows the best performance but its disadvantage is a high 
processing demand. For this reason the used Mixture of 
Gaussians is not suited for implementation. The 
asynchronous Kalman filter on the other hand achieves a 
comparable estimation error to that of the Mixture of 

Gaussians for a fraction of the processing demand. It also 
shows a better performance in estimation-error and overall 
processing demand compared to the synchronous Kalman 
filter. Therefore if processing power is restricted, the 
asynchronous Kalman filter is most suitable. If processing 
power is not the restriction but estimation error is, the 
Mixture of Gaussians is most suitable. 

Future work of this motion-state estimator is on the 
deployment of the sensor nodes in the road. What is the 
effect of randomly spread nodes and what is the influence 
of the amount of sensor-nodes on the motion-state 
estimation. 
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TABLE III 

PROCESSING-TIME OF THE SKF, AKF AND MOG 

 SKF [ms] AKF [ms] MoG [ms] 

Case 1 6 11 200 

Case 2 8 12 100 

Case 3 6 8 40 

Case 4 6 12 150 

Case 5 8 11 40 

Case 6 6 12 60 

 

Fig. 9. Distance between real and estimated vehicle for the SKF, AKF 

and MoG with umax = [1 0.5]T and d = [0.1, 0.1, 0.017]T. 
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